MATH HISTORY PROJECT SCORE SHEET

1. Alphabetical List, using last names: All 26 letters included (15) ______
2. Complete list: no blanks in the table (10) ______
3. Mathematicians: 2 women, 1 Asian, 1 African-American, 1 Hispanic (5) ______
4. Nationalities: 5 different nationalities (5) ______
5. Time period: 5 different centuries (5) ______
6. Areas of study: geom., sets, logic, prob, stats (10) ______
7. Specific discovery for each one included: (20) ______
8. Organized table: neat, word processed, spelling (20) ______
9. List of references included: (10) ______
10. Pictures – Extra Credit (10) ______

Total Score: (100) ______